Hyssop

It is said that Hyssop was so well known in ancient times that the mention of its name never required a description. Hyssop is native to the Mediterranean, specifically Southern France and temperate Asia; the Europeans used the herb as early as the Middle Ages, but the Greeks and Arabs used it far earlier. The mention of Hyssop in the book of Psalms, not only illustrates the “holy herb’s” purgative power, but indicates the herb’s presence in society over 2,000 years ago.

“Purge me with hyssop and I shall be clean; wash me and I shall be whiter than snow.”

The herb is also mentioned in the New Testament. Just before Jesus died, he was offered a branch of hyssop with a vinegar/wine soaked sponge. Though, a comparative study was conducted between traditional Mediterranean herbs, which concluded that a version of Majorana syriaca is the “hyssop” of the Bible. While this evidence may suggest otherwise, many cultures still attach the purgatory connotations of the biblical herb solely to H. officinalis L.

Botanical Description:
Hyssop is an evergreen perennial with a very long flowering season. The herb grows an average of 2 -3 feet tall and has a spread of about 1 foot. Its base is woody and it has herbaceous stems. The leaves of the herb grow in opposing pairs without petioles; the leaves are 1-2 inches long and are narrow and pointy. H. officinalis L. has ¼ inch tall bluish-purple flowers which grow in whorls of vertical spikes. The herb flowers in July.

There are four varietals of the species, each are distinguishable by their flower’s color or size. H. alba has white flowers, H. rubia has red flowers, H. rosea has pink flowers and H. grandiflora has larger bluish-purple flowers. A study found that of these four phenotypes, the blueish-purple variety has the strongest odor of the species.
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2 Psalm 51:7


**Etymology:**

The name “hyssop” comes from the Greek word “hussopos” and the Hebrew word “ezob,” both of which mean “the holy herb” (which is consistent with its use in the bible as cleaning and purifying sacred places and the body.) “Hyssop Tea” is another name for the herb. In Spanish, hyssop is “hisopo” while in Italian it is “issopo.” The French call hyssop “hyssope” and “herbe sacree” where as in German the herb is “ysop.”

**Uses:**

Hyssop has served humans for thousands of years. Hippocrates prescribed it for bronchitis and pleurisy. In the 17th and 18th centuries, teas and tinctures of hyssop flowers used to reduce perspiration and cure jaundice and dropsy.\(^8\)

Traditionally, Hyssop has been used to remedy asthma, congestion, rheumatism, sore throats, wounds, ulcers and tumors.\(^9\)\(^\&\)\(^10\) Furthermore, doctors prescribed the inhalation of the fumes of burnt hyssop and brimstone (or sage)\(^11\) to relieve sore throats (quinsy).\(^12\) The New York Weekly Museum published this advice in 1816:

“Take some hyssop, and tie it up in a bit of muslin, put it into hot water, and bathe the eyes with it three or four times a day, keeping it moderately warm. Dragon's blood, powdered, may be put in the water.”\(^13\)

In modern medicine, scientists have discovered many uses for hyssop. For example, they have proven hyssop to be a stimulant and help with rheumatism. Pharmacists also believe the herb soothes the mucus membrane which is why it relieves bronchitis/pleurisy/asthma.\(^14\) Furthermore, the herb reduces blood pressure by increasing blood circulation. Currently, scientists believe that the herb could be a potential supplementary food for hyperglycemic individuals due to its antioxidant nature.\(^15\) Also, researchers discovered a polysaccharide present in hyssop which could potential be used to treat individuals with HIV-1.\(^16\)

Herbalists continue to recommend hyssop for many sources of relief. For example, an infusion of hyssop leave creates an excellent compress, “a folded cloth moistened with an
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11 Hutchens 116.
herbal infusion and applied to the skin,”[17] for muscle pains or mosquito insect bites. Written below is an herbalist’s recipe for a traditional hyssop cough syrup:

- 1 cup of honey
- ¼ cup of water
- 2 tablespoons dried hyssop flowering tops
- Or 1/3 cup of freshly chopped flowering tops
- 1 teaspoon aniseeds (to offset the hyssop flavor)

Add water, one tablespoon at a time with stirring, to a saucepan containing the honey until the mixture reaches the consistency of syrup. Bring watered honey to a boil slowly, skimming off any residue that forms at the top. Crush the aniseeds and stir both the seeds and the hyssop (slightly dampen with water) into the honey mixture. The mixture needs to simmer over a low heat, covered, for about thirty minutes. After the elapsed time, let the syrup cool slightly cool, pour into a jar and seal the jar only when the syrup is completely cool. [18]

As a culinary herb in modern times, people use hyssop rarely because its flavor is so intense; it has a very strong spicy/bitter taste. Though, the herb’s leaves and flowers are used in some salads, pastas, soups/stews, teas, absinthe and liquors such as Benedictine and Chartreuse. In ancient times, Romans used the herb to make an herbal wine and medieval monks used the herb to spice soups. [19] Also in the medieval period, people relied heavily on plants, such as hyssop, for their honey, the only source of sweetener.[20] Bees can create up to sixty pounds of honey from one acre of hyssop.[21]

Hyssop oil serves many industrial purposes as well. The oil is used as a bitter in perfume, is a key ingredient in some liquors, soaps, colognes, creams and is used for rinsing water for laundry and bathing.[22] In Hungary, the country has special industrial plantations purely of hyssop for the sole purpose of its oil extract. To receive the best oil extract, hyssop’s flowers should be collected right after the flowering. Though, hyssop’s essential oil can also be adulterated by using lavender, rosemary or camphor oils.[23] The combination when exposed to rats resulted in the rats experiencing epileptic episodes, peripheral cortical and muscular manifestations. It is this adulteration by camphor that led to poisonings in France being attributed to hyssop oil.[24] Scientists attribute the herb’s antifungal and fungicidal qualities to the reduction of a hyssop leaf’s active
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concentration because of the diffusion of the oil’s volatile components from the leaf’s surface.25 Also, hyssop’s dried leaves and flowers add terrific color and fragrance to potpourri.26

**Cultivation:**

Hyssop is a treasured ornamental and frequently planted as a garden hedge because of its sturdy, erect growth and beautiful blossoms. To propagate, one can use germinations, cuttings or root divisions. For ideal growing, *Hyssopus officinalis* L. needs full sunlight to partial shade and well drained to dry soil (with pH of 6.7.) Other species prefer drier, rockier, calcified soil.27 Hyssop grows best in zones 4 -5 and when planted about one foot apart from each other. The only pruning necessary for this herb is to remove old flower heads so the new can grow and to cut its growth down in the fall to guard against strong winds.28 Once a hyssop seedling is transplanted into a field, one must wait two years for the first harvest, which should be done directly after the first bloom of that year.29 After the first year of harvest, hyssop can be harvested for up to ten years purely by cuttings. For the most effective medicinal value, the tops and leaves of hyssop should be cut in August.

The combination of hyssop’s long flowering season and that each varietal has a different colored flower makes the herb a great filler plant in a garden. Though, hyssop grows very well in a pot as well.
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